Transform your business with AGC’s mixed reality solutions

Enhance training and standardize processes across your business

AGC is your ideal partner to make your vision of innovation a reality

Request a consultation with an expert today

Call 819-370-2875 or visit www.augergroupe.com

Remote Assist Package
- Collaborate from everywhere with XR devices and Dynamics 365 Remote Assist training
- Select the best XR devices and hardware for your specific needs
- Deploy devices in record time with Dynamics 365 Remote Assist training, enhancing development capabilities and reducing travel costs
- Achieve autonomy with expert training and deployment - we’ll train you to become an autonomous XR expert

Holographic Procedures Package
- Get on-the-job guidance with new AR content, including 3D visualizations and learning management system (LMS)
- Choose your path: Navigate the complex world of XR confidently by choosing a device that will withstand the test of time
- Never lose your devices with AGC’s LTE and GPS tracking systems

Innovative Partner Package
- Integrate AGC’s XR solution into your strategy and roadmap
- Manage, update, and configure your remote connectivity with Microsoft's Internet of Things (IoT) and Azure platform
- Facilitate quick and easy user adoption with rigorous testing and training
- Achieve autonomy with superior training and deployment - we’ll train you to become an autonomous XR expert
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